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but progress was not gained by that method, though the
philosophical inspiration of Faraday's researches was his
deep conviction of the equivalence and relation between all
forms of force. His experiments on the Identity of the
Electricities and the Polarization of Light by the Magnetic
Field are pure products of this belief.
Joule started from an entirely different point of view.
He was not searching for a proof of any philosophic prin-
ciple. He was inspired by the possibility that the attractive
forces of electro-magnets as applied in Sturgeon's electric
dynamos and motors might displace steam as the source of
power and motion, and began to investigate how these
machines might be improved. He approached the new
electrical machines in the perspective of Lie power engineer.
If the electric motor was to be of use to industry it must
produce the maximum mechanical effect for the minimum
consumption of current. As a first improvement in the
electric motor Joule sought to improve the design of the
electro-magnets and increase the amount of magnetic force
for turning the motor. His first short paper, dated January
8th, 1838, was published in Sturgeon's Annals of Electricity.
He starts his letter with the paragraph:
" SlR>
I am now making an electro-magnetic engine, and
as I imagine that I have succeeded in effecting considerable
improvement in the construction of the magnets and the
whole arrangement of the instrument, I hooe you will
allow me to lay it before the numerous readers of your
valuable 'Annals.' "
Then he gives a description, with exact dimensions and
diagrams, of his twenty horse-shoe electro-magnets with
their forty poles fixed alternately in a ring. He claims that
this arrangement keeps the wire that excites each pole close
to the iron, that the coil that excites one pole also helps to
excite the neighbouring pole, that a great saving of room is
effected, and that the rotating parts are kept close together.
"I have made several magnets of the above construction.
Their lifting power is very good. The spark on breaking

